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Enhancing an OAI-
PMH Service Using 
Linked Data 
The case of the Sheet 
Music Consortium 

Stephen Davison, University of California, Los Angeles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Sheet Music Consortium (SMC) is a collaboration of several universities and other sheet music repositories to publish an online metadata catalog of sheet music.  The Consortium began in 2002, inspired by the opportunities for metadata sharing offered by the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). In 2013, the Consortium released a revised web site and set of services to make it easier for contributors to submit metadata using OAI-PMH. The development of these new services has attracted over a dozen additional institutions, and this expansion means that the SMC’s metadata now comes from a wider variety of systems and is created according to different schema and descriptive standards. While this wealth of metadata ensures that the SMC is a significant resource for the search and discovery of sheet music, the diversity of the metadata contributions results in a non-normalized data set. During the recent, major revision of the SMC, the two lead institutions--the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and Indiana University (IU)—grappled with the well understood problem of metadata disparity. Today I am going to discuss the current state of the SMC metadata, discuss why publishing some metadata as Linked Open Data (LOD) might be meaningful, and present our pilot project to publish information related to sheet music publishers from the SMC records.
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Los Angeles: Southern California Music Co., 1910 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before continuing, I should define what I mean by sheet music. I am referring to a publication of between 4 and 12 pages, generally containing a single popular song, aria, or piano piece, and is intended for domestic rather than for professional use. In the nineteenth and early twentieth century a vast amount of music was published in this format, both popular music, and extracts of music from the concert and operatic repertoire—popular arias from operas and operettas, piano variations, and so on. The important things to know about this repertoire are:Music was published and republished in a variety of different arrangements and formatsThe published items were intended not only for use at home, but also to “plug” that is advertise the music itself and the musicians who performed it. Nineteenth and early twentieth century sheet music often includes advertisements for other songs and publications, as well as for the performing musicians.As ephemeral items with an advertising function visual presentation was important. Therefore these publications often come with topical and colorful covers. The covers may include original graphic designs depicting the topic of the song, and also a portrait of one of the musicians who has made the song popular. Often the same publication may appear in dozens of variant covers and arrangements.Given the often topical interest of popular song, the graphic art on their covers, and the variety of arrangements it is therefore not surprising that interest in the genre comes from musicians, collectors and scholar of the graphic arts, social and other historians, and so on.
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New York: Howley, Haviland, Dresser, 1903 

Race relations 

Performance and performers 

Graphic art 

Musical composition 

“When it’s moonlight on the 
Levee, Caroline”  

“When I hear the banjos 
ringing” 

Has: composer, lyricist, graphic 
artist, publisher, performers 
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men 
women 
Society and Culture--Sentimental song 
Songs with piano 
Songs 
Landscapes 
Legacies of Racism and Discrimination--Afro-Americans 
Entertainment 
Legacies of Racism and Discrimination--Stereotypes--Afro-Americans 
Singers 
Couples 
Afro-Americans 
rivers 
Society and Culture--Couples 
Performers--Men--Kenny 
Kenny 

Subject headings assigned by Duke University 

http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/men
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/women
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Society and Culture--Sentimental song
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Songs with piano
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Songs
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Landscapes
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Legacies of Racism and Discrimination--Afro-Americans
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Entertainment
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Legacies of Racism and Discrimination--Stereotypes--Afro-Americans
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Singers
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Couples
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Afro-Americans
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/rivers
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Society and Culture--Couples
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Performers--Men--Kenny
http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/hasm/Subject/Kenny
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The Nature of Sheet Music 

• Cultural documents 
• Multidimensional (variety of purposes) 
• Various  communities of interest 
• Ephemeral in nature 
• Printed components mixed, remixed upon reissue 
• Variety of descriptive methods and levels 

• Special collections: Finding aids 
• Libraries: Library catalogs 
• Collectors: often interested in graphical components 

• All this results in a challenge for a data aggregation service 
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The Sheet Music Consortium: history and 
background 

• First version launched in 2002 
o 4 members 
o 7 contributing institutions 

• “Next Generation” launched in 2011 
o 2 supporting institutions (UCLA, Indiana U) 
o 31 institutions, 29 collections, 228,000+ records 
o metadata mapped to MODS 
o user-contributed metadata services 

• Going forward… 
o leveraging “next generation” infrastructure to support 

publication of linked data 
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Keep normalized and user-supplied data separate … 

● … from the harvested metadata 
● New data is not easily written back to contributing 

institution 
● Association of harvested and contributed metadata 

could be lost upon reharvesting 
○ Harvested data maintained in XML format and 

indexed using Solr 
○ User contributed data is stored in a separate 

database 
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SCHEMA institutions records 

Dublin Core 14 98,317 

Qualified Dublin Core 9 26,236 

MODS 4 103,504 

WORKFLOW  
 

 
 

Direct harvesting using the OAI protocol 25  205,914  

Harvesting the metadata via the Static Repository 
Gateway 1 2,222 

Manual extract of MARC records from an integrated 
library system and mapping to MODS and ingest 1  19,921  

Schemas and Workflows used to harvest records for the Sheet Music 
Consortium. 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At present, the Consortium web site provides access to 228,057 items from 27 institutions. These institutions include 24 universities, one public library and academic library collaboration, and two national libraries--the Library of Congress and the National Library of Australia. While the SMC has enjoyed both early and continuing recognition as a useful service, it has become apparent that the wide range of metadata practices, even among relatively similar institutions, significantly limited the services that the SMC was able to offer. The Consortium has institution a number of changes to ameliorate these problems, including:Mapping all data UP to the Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) rather than down to Dublin Core, so we retain the richest possible harvested metadataCollaborated on sheet music description guidelines that are published on the siteCreated a data mapping utility so repositories with idiosyncratic metadata could map there data into the recommended fields more consistentlyCreated an OAI Static Repository Gateway service so institutions with data in database and spreadsheet formats could more easily contribute to the ConsortiumThese changes have all served to broaden the scope of the Consortium, but with that broader scope we find an increasing variety in the contributed data. To improve the quality of both searching and browsing we need to impose more metadata normalization, but clearly—especially with the larger number of collaborators—we can’t realistically ask contributors to update their records.  This request would increase the effort required for effective aggregation—the exact opposite of the impetus for the improvements on which the Consortium had focused over the past several years. 
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SMC and Name Authority 

SMC metadata is harvested from diverse 
institutions, with varying practices 
 

○ inventories & finding aids 
○ spreadsheets 
○ bibliographic “records” 
○ focus on music vs. focus on 

illustrations 

 

California: Granite Music, 1954 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Catalogers have worked cooperatively to standardize the creation of name authority records (NARs) for agents, such as corporate bodies, that are used as access points in bibliographic records.  NARs for corporate bodies have long allowed the tracking of sequential forms of names that result from actions such as mergers and splits; under the new cataloging code, RDA (Resource Description & Access), new fields allow catalogers to add even more information to authority records.  For example, corporate NARs may now contain elements indicating information such as the start/end dates of a corporate name, associated places and addresses, the field of business of the corporate body (e.g. music publisher), and the language(s) used in their publications.�Authority control for publishers would certainly be an asset within the SMC. However, there are a number of challenges when trying to use authority control in this context. Sheet music occupies a position in the spectrum of published materials somewhere between ephemera (brochures, advertising, instructional manuals, etc.) and formally published resources such as books or journals, with many variations in the ways that bibliographic information is presented. In addition, publishers may describe or name themselves differently from piece to piece. Moreover, many of these sheet music resources are not being described by trained catalogers, or in accordance with existing cataloging rules. Finally, even if the traditional cataloging method was used to describe these materials, publisher names are not normally subject to authority control, because they typically appear in a part of the MARC record (MARC21 field 260) that is not considered an access point. Therefore, they are normally transcribed as they are on the resource itself, which may or may not conform to the authorized form of the publisher’s name—if an authorized form does exist. Thus, name variants abound. Frequently, in metadata records describing sheet music, the publisher field also includes the address of the publisher, which makes disambiguation and collocation difficult.
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SMC and Name Authority 

● Resources not always 
available for authority work at 
the point of description or 
aggregation 
 

● Some important elements (e.g. 
Publisher) not traditionally 
subject to authority control 

 
 
 

San Francisco: M Gray, 1879 
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Challenges of Aggregated Metadata 

● Aggregating sheet music 
records by “work” (as 
identified by composer & title) 
 

● Variations in practices by 
contributing institutions 
 

● Example: 
○ Harry Puck (composer) 
○ Puck, Harry, 1890-1964 
○ Puck, Harry [composer] 

New York: Bert Kalmar & Harry Puck, 1914 
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Challenges of Aggregated Metadata 

● Sheet music “titles” difficult to define 
○ First line of text 
○ First line of the chorus 
○ The same song may be published under multiple 

titles 
■ California and you 
■ California (and You) 
■ Oh! you old Pacific Coast 

○ A variety of distinct songs may have the same title 
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Options for publishing linked data 

• Works 
• identified by title, composer, lyricist 
• Hard to identify reliably 

• Creators 
• authority files exist, e.g. LCNAF 

• Subjects 
• authority files exist, e.g. LCSH, TGM 

• Publishers 
• generally not represented in exising authority files… 

some are represented in LCNAF, but usually 
because they have “authored” works (e.g. catalogs) 
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● Roles of composers, lyricists, 
publishers & performers more 
interrelated than in many other 
forms of publication 

● On published items publisher 
names and locations change 
frequently 

● LOD provides us with a means 
of enriching bibliographic 
information and creating 
actionable metadata 

Publishing Aggregated Data as Linked Data: a 
Pilot Project 

Los Angeles: Southern California Music Co., 1909 
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Strategy for normalizing data 

1. Extracted data (names, titles, publishers) from MODS records 
2. Rank ordered word frequency using Voyeur/Voyant tools 
3. Chose to work on group of  dozen most important publishers 
4. Used word frequency data to establish name and title groups 
5. Used both internal and external information to establish when publishers 

really changed identity or ownership 
6. Used Google Refine to normalize forms of name. Based choice of 

“preferred form of name” on frequency 
7. Wrote these preferred forms back into the repository as “user supplied 

metadata” (i.e. separate from the harvested data) 
8. Published publisher information on the web as HTML and LOD 

(RDF/XML)  (plan also to publish RDFa) 
9. Established unique ID’s, permanent URLs and link resolution for each 

publisher 
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Process for 
harvesting new 
data into the 
aggregated 
collection 
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PUBLISHER NAME PUBLISHER ADDRESS DATES OF 
PUBLICATIONS 

Kalmar & Puck  
 1905 

Kalmar & Puck 152 West 45th Street, New York 1913-1915 

Kalmar & Puck New York 1913-1916 

Bert Kalmar & Harry Puck New York 1914-1915 

Maurice Abrahams Music Co. New York 1913-1915 

Maurice Abrahams Music Co. 1570 Broadway, New York 1913-1916 

Kalmar Puck & Abrahams New York 1915-1918 

Kalmar Puck & Abrahams 1570 Broadway 1917 

Kalmar Puck & Abrahams Strand Theatre Building at 47th St 1917-1918 

Maurice Abrahams, Inc. 1591 Broadway, New York 1923 

Maurice Abrahams, Inc.  
 1923-1926 

Kalmar & Ruby Music Corp. 6301 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 1937-1939 

Summary of publisher information generated from SMC data 
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DATE PUBLISHER EVENT 
1835 Oliver Ditson, Boston firm founded by Oliver Ditson 

1867 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired Firth, Son & Co., New York 

1867 Charles H. Ditson, New York firm founded by Oliver’s son 

1873 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired Miller & Beacham, Baltimore 

1875 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired Wm. Hall & Son, New York 
acquired Lee & Walker, Philadelphia 

1875 James E. Ditson, Philadelphia firm founded by Oliver’s son 

1877 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired G. D. Russell & Co., Boston 
acquired J.L. Peters, New York 

1879 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired G. André, Philadelphia 

1883 Theodore Presser, Philadelphia firm founded by Theodore Presser 

1890 Oliver Ditson, Boston acquired F.A. North & Co., Philadelphia 

1931 Theodore Presser, Philadelphia acquired Oliver Ditson 

Timeline for Oliver Ditson, Music Publisher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite these challenges, we believe authority records derived from the SMC metadata would be a rich source of consistent, machine-actionable information, particularly considering the new fields allowed under RDA. To take one example from the SMC, we can look at the music published by Oliver Ditson. In the 19th century, Ditson founded one of the most prominent music publishers in the United States. With his partner, Samuel H. Parker, Ditson founded the firm Parker & Ditson (1836-1842). After Parker’s death, Ditson changed the name of the company to Oliver Ditson (1842-1856). When Ditson’s employee John C. Haynes joined the firm as a partner, they changed the name to Oliver Ditson & Co. And finally, after Ditson’s death, the company was renamed the Oliver Ditson Company.  Somewhat unusually for sheet music publishers, all of these names have been established in the Library of Congress Name Authority File (LCNAF); the record for Oliver Ditson Company even includes a short note describing the history of this company. All of these authority records could be enhanced to include additional information, such as associated dates, as well as information describing the relationships between these entities (Marrocco, Jacobs & Krummel, n.d. [i]). �Despite the Oliver Ditson example, it may prove too much of a challenge to assert tight authority control over the forms of name for all of these entities. Dunsire, Hillmann, & Phipps (2012) suggest a different approach which could complement (or replace) the traditional library approach. Since Resource Description Framework (RDF)--a delivery mechanism for Linked Data--allows for the publication of “metadata statements” instead of complete bibliographic records, it might be preferable to “[link] identifiers for local data to an aggregator identifier without transforming or discarding the local data” (Dunsire et al., 2012, p. 165).  In other words, instead of revising the contributed metadata record, we could add a link to an identifier that further describes the publisher. This approach provides a method for utilizing the bulk of metadata statements that exist in the Consortium metadata records without engaging in editing the actual contributed records. The Consortium data might be linked to aggregator identifiers by a manual process, or the process might be partially or completely automated based on dates of publication or other information. 
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● Add a layer of information to the aggregation that leverages 
existing information through a mixture of machine and human 
analysis 
○ Map relationships between names 
○ Additional derived information 

■ Addresses and dates 
 

● Publish publisher info in a variety of ways: 
○ HTML 

■ Visualization tools, mapping, timelines 
○ RDF 
○ RDFa 

Publisher LOD project objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point, our small group at UCLA decided to try a new activity: republishing metadata from the Consortium as Linked Open Data. We realized we could run normalization routines and then publish the results as Open Data so that others could use the data. After identifying several fields that could be fruitfully normalized and published, we decided to conduct our pilot using metadata about publishers.Based on this understanding of linked data in the library realm, we decided to begin with publishing authority data, but we wanted to publish data that was rare or unique and that would contribute to the linked data already published by other libraries and related organizations. We also wanted to work with data from the SMC without getting overwhelmed with the volume of information. From this perspective we decided to experiment using the names of publishers included in the Consortium records. Because publisher names are not usually controlled, we would be creating new authority data about the publishers, while at the same time it was simple to extract a few well known publishers’ names and variants from the SMC data set. 
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PUBLISHER IDENTIFIER 

Kalmar & Puck ark:/21198/r23x84k8 

Maurice Abrahams Music Co. ark:/21198/r27p8w9m 

Kalmar Puck & Abrahams ark:/21198/r2cc0xm5 

Kalmar & Ruby Music Corp ark:/21198/r2057cvv 

Archival Resource Keys (ARK) for publishers 

The Name-to-Thing (N2T) Resolver: 

• Permanent URLs 
 e.g. http://n2t.net/ark:/21198/r2cc0xm5 
• Institutional commitment: 21198 = UCLA 
• Maintained by the UC Curation Center 

http://n2t.net/ark:/21198/r2cc0xm5
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<skos:prefLabel>Kalmar Puck &amp; Abrahams</skos:prefLabel> 
 
<skos:altLabel>Kalmar, Puck &amp; Abrahams</skos:altLabel> 
<skos:altLabel>Kalmar, Puck &amp; Abrahams Consolidated Inc.  

</skos:altLabel> 
<skos:altLabel>Kalmar, Puck &amp; Abrahams Consol't'd, Inc.  

</skos:altLabel> 
 

<rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://n2t.net/ark:/21198/r27p8w9m/"/> 
<!--Maurice Abrahams Music Co.--> 
 

<rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://n2t.net/ark:/21198/r23x84k8/"/>   
<!--Kalmar & Puck--> 
 

<rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource="http://n2t.net/ark:/21198/r2057cvv/"/>   
<!--Kalmar & Ruby Music Corp--> 
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MADS/RDF (Metadata Authority Description 
Schema in RDF) vocabulary 

• a data model for authority and vocabulary data 
• MADS/RDF is a knowledge organization system (KOS) designed for 

use with controlled values for names (personal, corporate, 
geographic, etc.), thesauri, taxonomies, subject heading systems, 
and other controlled value lists 

• fully mapped to SKOS vocabulary   
• designed specifically to support authority data as used by and 

needed in the library community 
• designed to support the description of cultural and bibliographic 

resources 
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<madsrdf:Address> 
 <rdf:Description> 
  <madsrdf:streetAddress>Strand Theatre Building at 
   47th Street</madsrdf:streetAddress> 
  <madsrdf:city  
   rdf:resource="http://sws.geonames.org/5128581/"/>  
  <time:year>1917</time:year> 
  <time:year>1918</time:year> 
  </rdf:Description> 
</madsrdf:Address> 
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Conservatoire François Mitterand, Mauritius – 
SMC’s newest member 

• Small collection of sheet music 
• Looking for advice 
• Wants to publish digital surrogates on the web 
• Our strategy: 

• Create descriptive metadata in a local DB 
• Map to MODS using SMC’s online tool 
• Upload metadata to SMC’s Static Repository 
• Ingest to MSC using Static Repository Gateway 
• Metadata added to the Web of Data through SMC 
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Conclusions 

Have demonstrated a strategy for 
mitigating some of the problems in 
aggregated metadata and publishing 
normalized data on the web as linked 
data. 

Over time normalized linked data may 
take on the role that authority records 
do in OPACs, and may its way into 
formal authority vocabularies. 

Publishers are just a start… now we 
need to republish other normalized 
elements to the “web of data.” 

OAI is still a useful tool for harvesting 
data. 

With mapping tools and static 
repositories even the smallest of 
players can contribute. 

A possible model for other 
bibliographic projects. 
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Stephen Davison 
sdavison@library.ucla.edu 
 

New York: Howley, Haviland, Dresser, 1903 

With special thanks to my 
collaborators and co-authors: 

Yukari Sugiyama 
East Asia Library, Yale University 

Elizabeth McAulay 
UCLA Digital Library Program 

Claudia Horning 
UCLA Cataloging & Metadata Center 
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